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1 How much do you know?

1. (Ex 2.2) Put each of the following arguments into Fitch format. For each argument, say

whether it is valid, and also whether it is sound. Be prepared to explain your answers about

validity and soundness.

(a) Anyone who wins an academy award is famous. Meryl Streep won an academy award.

Hence, Meryl Streep is famous.

Valid. Unsound–surely the first premise is false.

(b) Harrison Ford is not famous. After all, actors who win academy awards are famous,

and he has never won one.

Invalid, therefore unsound.

(c) The right to bear arms is the most important freedom. Charlton Heston said so, and

he’s never wrong.

Valid, but unsound.

(d) Al Gore must be dishonest. After all, he’s a politician and hardly any politicians are

honest.

Invalid, and so unsound.

(e) Mark Twain lived in Hannibal, Missouri, since Sam Clemens was born there, and Mark

Twain is Sam Clemens.
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Valid, if we assume that ‘lived in’ means something like ‘existed there for a few

minutes’.

(f) No one under 21 bought beer here last night, officer. Geez, we were closed, so no one

bought anything last night.

There are two arguments here. The argument from ‘we were closed’ to ‘no one

bought anything here last night’ is (imho) invalid (suppose they have an internet

store), but we could probably argue this point. The argument from ‘no one bought

anything here last night’ to ‘no one under 21 bought beer here last night’ is valid.

(g) Claire must live on the same street as Laura, since she lives on the same street as Max

and he and Laura live on the same street.

This is invalid. Suppose that Max lives at the intersection of College and Dwight,

Claire lives on College, and Laura lives on Dwight. Perhaps we could make the

argument valid by stipulating that ‘lives on’ assigns to each person exactly one

street address–but this would be a very unnatural interpretation.

2. On page 47 of the textbook the following point is made: ‘if S is a logical consequence of P

then it is also a logical consequence of P and Q’.

(a) Replace the variables P , Q and S with sentences in order to arrive at an example of

this statement.

A pleasant example: If ‘I am an only child’ is a logical consequence of ‘I don’t have

any siblings’, then it is also a logical consequence of ‘I don’t have any siblings and

my parents spoiled me.’

A more alarming example: If ‘I am an only child’ is a logical consequence of ‘I

don’t have any siblings’, then it is also a logical consequence of ‘I don’t have any

siblings and the moon is made of green cheese’.

(b) Now, recall the definition of logical consequence as best as you can and use it to show

why the statement is true. (Hint: first use the definition to explain what ‘S is a logical

of consequence of P ’ means. Then explain why S stands in the same relationship to P

and Q.)
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Our definition says that: ‘S is a logical consequence of P just in case it is impossi-

ble for P to be true and S to be false.’ Now suppose that we have chosen sentences

to plug into the variable S and P so that it really is impossible for P to be true

and S to be false, and so S is a logical consequence of P . (The sentences above are

examples.) Consider the arbitrary sentence Q. Whether Q is true or false makes

no difference to the fact that it is impossible for P to be true and S to be false!

So we can conclude that it is just as impossible for P to be true and Q to be true

and S to be false. But this is an instance of our definition, and so S is a logical

consequence of P .

Note well: the definition of logical consequence has some strange results. Do not be

led astray by our everyday talk about arguments being valid, which often conflates

validity and soundness. Make sure that you know the definitions of concepts like

validity and soundness, and when in logic class make sure that you apply these

definitions as strictly as possible, even when the result clashes with your everyday

intuitions.

By the way, if you think these results mean that there is something wrong with our

definition of validity, then you are not alone. If you take a course on philosophical

logic, you may learn about alternative systems of logic that try to limit the damage.
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